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Would you allow this AI agent to make decisions on your behalf? If the answer is “not always”, the next
question becomes “in what circumstances”? Answering this question requires human users to be able to assess
an AI agent—and not just with overall pass/fail assessments or statistics. Here users need to be able to localize
an agent’s bugs, so that they can determine when they are willing to rely on the agent and when they are
not. After-Action Review for AI (AAR/AI), a new AI assessment process for integration with Explainable AI
systems, aims to support human users in this endeavor, and in this paper, we empirically investigate AAR/AI’s
effectiveness with domain-knowledgeable users. Our results show that AAR/AI participants not only located
significantly more bugs than non-AAR/AI participants did (i.e., showed greater recall), they also located
them more precisely (i.e., with greater precision). In fact, AAR/AI participants outperformed non-AAR/AI
participants on every bug and were, on average, almost 6 times as likely as non-AAR/AI participants to find any
particular bug. Finally, evidence suggests that incorporating labeling into the AAR/AI process may encourage
domain-knowledgeable users to abstract above individual instances of bugs; we hypothesize that doing so
may have contributed further to AAR/AI participants’ effectiveness.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Explainable AI (XAI) has recently begun to expand its scope. Besides simply explaining AI to its
users, some XAI researchers are focusing on explanation-based systems to help users assess an AI
system’s decisions (e.g., [12, 23, 35, 38, 48, 60, 61, 70]).
Imagine “Pat,” a user knowledgeable in some domain who is trying to make an educated decision about whether or when to rely upon a particular intelligent agent in a particular situation
important to them. In the domain of AI-powered aviation, Pat might be a test pilot, deciding on the
circumstances in which a human pilot should override AI-generated decisions in a new AI-powered
airplane. In the domain of health care, Pat might be a remote aging-in-place caregiver, deciding
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when to follow an AI system’s recommendations on actions their grandparent may need from them
right away. These particular situations matter to Pat and to the person or people Pat affects. No
matter how thoroughly trained an AI system is, for Pat the dilemma is not about the AI system’s
overall correctness statistics—it is about their responsibility for making the most appropriate decision for this particular case. The European Commission’s European Group on Ethics in Science and
New Technologies put it this way: “[autonomous systems] must not impair [the] freedom of human
beings to set their own standards and norms and be able to live according to them” [21, 50].
In assessing domains like these, no objective “ground truth” is available, because (1) only Pat
knows this airplane’s or their grandparent’s behaviors in the context in which they happened, and
(2) there may be multiple response paths Pat could take that would produce positive outcomes1 .
To enable domain experts such as Pat to assess an AI agent and find its faults in circumstances
like these, we devised AAR/AI (After-Action Review for AI) [19, 46], which we detail in Section 1.3.
AAR/AI aims to help domain experts assess AI agents in sequential decision making environments.
This paper evaluates how well AAR/AI achieves this aim.
1.1

The Domain

Real-Time Strategy (RTS) games are a popular sequential decision making domain for AI research.
In RTS games, players attempt to strategically maneuver through a plethora of choices to win the
game. Sometimes in AI research, the RTS player is an AI agent maneuvering on behalf of a human2 ,
which is the case in this paper.
For our study, we used a model-based reinforcement learning (RL) agent that played an RTS game.
The game was the same StarCraft 2 “Tug-of-War” custom game as was used in earlier AAR/AI
1 Groce

et al. also pointed out [23] that no objective ground truth exists in many human/AI decision domains—there is only
“good enough for my purposes”.
2 e.g., as a proxy for dangerous strategy-centered situations such as military operations.

Fig. 1. The participants’ replay view of the game just past Decision Point 4 (fourth diamond; see callout
at bottom). The game board has two lanes where action takes place: a top lane and a bottom lane. The
(blue) friendly AI agent’s “home” is the left side, and the (orange) enemy is the right side. Each lane’s troop
inventories are shown in a side panel for that lane; e.g., the callout at right blows up the side panel for the
enemy’s top lane. Both players’ side panels also summarize resources; e.g., the blue callout (middle left) shows
the friendly AI’s resources. On the game board, a group of friendly AI marines in the top lane are currently
moving toward the enemy’s Nexus (top left callout).
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publications [19, 46]. Tug-of-War games entail two evenly matched players, a Friendly AI and
Enemy AI pursuing the same goal. In our game, tugs of war occur in the top and bottom “lanes” of
a game (Figure 1), over the course of a maximum of 40 Decision Points (DPs) or rounds. Players
perform actions in either lane at each DP, depending on affordability (e.g., how much they spent and
earned prior to the current decision point). Actions include purchasing troop production buildings
and/or purchasing Pylons to increase income. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the game replay as it
appeared to our study’s participants.
In the game, troops battle to win, with troop types in a rock-paper-scissors relationship: Marines
are effective against Immortals; Immortals against Banelings; Banelings against Marines. Different
troops cost different amounts, depending on these capabilities. Troops spawn behind the Nexus
(the player’s base, represented as gold star-shaped objects on the gameboard in Figure 1). Once
spawned, they march down the lane and attack enemies in pre-programmed fashion, as with the
marines shown in Figure 1. Players can win in 2 ways: (1) destroy one of its opponent’s Nexuses,
or (2) if all the Nexuses remain after 40 DPs, the player whose Nexus has the lowest health loses.
1.2

An AI RTS player’s failures and faults

What if an AI agent, such as the one playing this game, makes a flawed decision? An AI agent’s
flawed decisions are analogous to the software engineering concept of “failures”. Ammann and
Offutt define a “failure” as “...external, incorrect behavior with respect to the requirements...” [3]. In
the RTS domain, our analogous requirement is the AI agent deciding upon good “enough” actions
(according to a human knowledgeable in the domain), so we define failures as user-visible decisions
the AI agent makes that are not adequate3 according to that particular user’s standards.
Still, a failure is only a symptom of something going wrong under the hood. Ideally, an interactive
XAI system could not only help Pat spot such symptoms, but also locate the root causes of those
symptoms. Only in this way can Pat know which decisions the AI is making for acceptable reasons,
so as to avoid “lucky guesses”, ward off ethical concerns, or defend against potential legal challenges
(e.g., a malpractice suit) [21, 37].
In medicine, the causes of symptoms are diseases; in software engineering literature, the causes
of symptoms (failures) are termed “faults”. Avizienis et al. [6] define a fault to be the underlying
cause or condition that may lead to a failure; and “fault localization” to be the act of identifying
the locations of faults. Building upon these definitions, in an RTS game with XAI support, we
define a fault to be erroneous reasoning by the AI agent—ideally revealed to the users in the
explanations—and fault localization to be finding the component of the explanation that reveals
the erroneous reasoning4 . In this paper, we also use the term “bug” synonymously with “fault”.
1.3

Human users assessing an AI RTS player’s failures and bugs with/without AAR/AI

Finding an AI’s failures and bugs involves users understanding the AI’s behaviors. However,
numerous empirical studies have reported difficulties users face in building this understanding, even
in the presence of explanations (e.g., [5, 14, 40, 60]). One possibility is that presenting explanations
to users is not enough—because explanations unscaffolded by a process require the user to not only
build their understanding, but also to build their own process for doing so.
In this paper, we empirically investigate whether a process known as After-Action Review for
AI (AAR/AI) [19, 46] can improve XAI users’ ability to understand an AI agent well enough to
localize its bugs. AAR/AI is a new member of the After-Action Reviews (AAR) family. After-Action
3 As

with Ammann/Offutt’s definition, an AI agent’s failure is not always a “show-stopper”. That is, a bad decision is a
failure even if the AI agent later makes good enough decisions to overcome the initial bad decision.
4 In medicine, identifying the disease is a necessary step toward a cure, but still may not be sufficient to produce an effective
cure. Similarly in software engineering, localizing a fault is necessary but still may not be sufficient to produce a fix.
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Reviews were originally devised by the U.S. Army [64] for assessing human decisions. The AAR
is a facilitated, team-based debriefing method. In the military, it has been used to assess solider
training sessions. Sawyer and Deering characterize the AAR process using the acronym “DEBRIEF”:
Define rules, Explain objectives, Benchmark performance, Review what was supposed to happen,
Identify what happened, Examine why, and Formalize learning [59]. More generally, AAR has been
used for decades to assess human decisions in the military (e.g. [24]), and has also been adapted
to manned-unmanned teams [9]. Civilians have also used AAR processes in transportation [45],
medical treatment [54, 59] and emergency response [18, 30, 42]. A recent meta-analysis of 61 studies
by Keiser et al. [33] found that using AAR produced beneficial and practical effects.
AAR/AI is the first use of AAR in AI. The original AAR/AI publication [46] describes AAR/AI in
7 steps, adapted from the DEBRIEF sequence above. These steps are conducted with a Facilitator
and one or more Assessors as follows:
(1) The Facilitator defines the domain.
(2) The Facilitator explains the agent’s objective.
Next begins an “inner loop” for each decision to be assessed:
(3) The Facilitator reviews what was supposed to happen.
(4) An Assessor identifies what happened.
(5) An Assessor describes why it happened.
(6) An Assessor formalizes learning from this decision.
Finally, at the end of these iterations:
(7) An Assessor formalizes learning holistically from every decision they analyzed.
The AAR/AI process allows flexibility in the details within each step, to allow customization to
the assessors’ purpose in their domain.
Although there is some qualitative evidence revealing some of AAR/AI’s strengths [19, 46],
AAR/AI has not been empirically compared with not using AAR/AI. Only a comparison of withAAR/AI vs. without-AAR/AI can measure causality—whether using AAR/AI leads human users
to significantly greater effectiveness at assessing an AI system than they would achieve without
AAR/AI. To address this need, we prototyped an AAR/AI-supported XAI system (which will
be illustrated in Section 3.2), and used it to conduct a controlled lab experiment comparing the
effectiveness of domain-knowledgeable users localizing faults (bugs) using AAR/AI versus without
AAR/AI. In both treatments, participants could use information in the game itself and a full
explanation of the AI system’s reasoning.
Our study investigated the following research questions:
RQ1 Does the AAR/AI process help domain-knowledgeable users to localize faults in an XAI-based
system?
RQ2 Does the type of fault interact with RQ1?
RQ3 When supported by AAR/AI, do users somehow abstract beyond individual instances of
faults? If so, how?
2

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

A substantial body of research has investigated human users understanding, finding (e.g., through
testing), and/or debugging/improving AI systems, all of which relate to humans localizing an AI
agent’s faults.
Fault localization in an AI agent requires the human doing the localizing to have at least a partial
understanding of how the AI agent reasons. Explainable AI (XAI) aims at exactly this goal. One of
its aims is to improve people’s mental models [4, 5, 38, 39]—representations people construct in
their heads about how something works from whatever they have experienced with it [49].
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However, affecting someone’s mental model is not always straightforward. Although people
have mental models about most things, their mental models are not always accurate and sometimes
are not be very malleable. For example, Tullio et al. found explanations helped clarify some misconceptions, but overall mental model structure went largely unchanged [63]. This exposes a central
challenge XAI faces when trying to help people understand an AI system, which Yang et al. describe
as “[humans’] uncertainty surrounding AI’s capabilities... [and]... AI’s output complexity” [69].
To address this problem, some XAI researchers have drawn from social science the strategy of
helping humans generate “self-explanations,” a process which has been shown to support knowledge
acquisition [56]. A user might generate self-explanations as a result of being prompted to do so, or
might do so on their own accord [26].
As an example of XAI work involving self-explanations, Chi et al. showed that learners relying
more heavily on examples had worse outcomes [13], which they credited to inability to engage in
self-explanation. Another example occurred in our early qualitative AAR/AI results [46], in which
participants’ uses of self-explanation, in combination with other factors, produced high levels in
Bloom’s learning taxonomy [8]. Still another example of encouraging self-explanations is the use
of counterfactuals; Byrne offers evidence that counterfactuals enable people to explain how events
relate to one another such as identifying cause-effect or reason-action relationships [10].
XAI consumers correspond to human learners, in that the humans consuming XAI are doing so
to learn how the AI reasoning went. This correspondence opens the possibility of drawing from
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) for insights. CLT models tasks as having three kinds of load: intrinsic
(“nature of the material”), extraneous (“manner in which the material is presented”), and germane
load (“reflects the effort that contributes to the construction of schemas.”) [62]. The recommendation
of much of CLT work is to increase germane load and decrease extraneous load where possible.
Where can XAI researchers and developers turn to find concrete XAI-pertinent guidance to fulfill
recommendations like these? For non-AI systems, when faced with the challenge of helping people
form more accurate mental models, UI designers can draw upon substantial work distilling research
results into usability fundamentals and practical guidelines. Unfortunately, however, few such
works yet exist for XAI. Although Hoffman et al. [27] recently conducted a large-scale literature
survey on guidance for empiricists measuring XAI’s effects, explanation design was not covered.
In a very large-scale literature survey by Abdul et al. on XAI with an HCI (human-computer
interaction) perspective, none of the usability papers reported were tailored for XAI [1]. Soon
after Abdul et al.’s paper, Amershi et al. [2] created 18 usability-centric guidelines for human-AI
interaction. A few of these guidelines are applicable to XAI, but as one of the first works in the
direction of usability guidelines in AI, the guidelines mainly contribute a set of design goals to
achieve for usable AI, not how to achieve them. For example, Guideline 11 is “Make clear why the
system did what it did,” which is an important design goal, but is not guidance on how to do so.
Complementing Amershi’s work, Wang et al. presented a theory-centric framework connecting
social science fundamentals on human reasoning and human biases to XAI techniques [65]. This
work produced six XAI lessons learned from the social science research. These six, like Amershi’s
18, are at the design goal level (e.g., “support hypothesis generation”), but unlike Amershi’s 18,
these six also drill down one more level of theory. For example, one recommendation is to support
hypothesis generation via contrastive reasoning, hypothetico-deductive reasoning, and abductive
reasoning. However, for XAI researchers not adept with social science concepts on how these kinds
of reasoning work in humans, more concrete operationalizations may still be needed.
Given the paucity of XAI-specific usability fundamentals, many researchers have turned to
advancing community knowledge through empirical studies. Taxonomies and related sets of
principles are ways to build upon these researchers’ individual empirical results—they abstract
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above individual experiments, thus providing intellectual tools for understanding the dimensions
of XAI that researchers have been investigating.
For example, Kulesza et al. [38, 40], taxonomize XAI research via on two proposed principles—
soundness and completeness—illustrated in the phrase, “the whole truth (completeness) and nothing
but the truth (soundness)”. Understanding explanations’ attributes according to these principles
have implications for XAI’s consumers. For example, when completeness is too low, explanation
consumers may perceive it as “sneaking,” a UI dark pattern adapted to XAI [15]. However, if
completeness is too high, users’ searches for “the right” information can so become onerous that
finding failures or localizing faults in an explanation may be reminiscent of finding the proverbial
needle in a haystack.
In their “intelligibility types” taxonomy, Lim and Dey categorized explanations according to the
kinds of questions they answer (e.g. What, Why, etc) and its relationship to the system (e.g. Inputs,
Model, Outputs) [43, 44]. The relative importance of each intelligibility types can vary by domain.
For example, Lim and Dey found that users wanted Why Not information when they perceived
flaws, whereas other researchers found a heavy emphasis on What information in domains like
smart homes and Real-Time Strategy (RTS) games [11, 52]. Research has reported that supporting
the “right” intelligibility types for a particular situation or domain improved users’ confidence in
the system [17].
Although most current XAI research focuses on helping people interpret models’ inner workings
(e.g. [28, 66]), some tools in the closely related area of interactive ML are intended for failure
detection and/or fault localization. Examples include using scalable query-based approaches for
NLP [68], clustering around user-selected example-based “anchors” [12], or “covering” different
input/output combinations [23]. Others support fault localization (“visual debugging” [61]) by
revealing system internals—in this case, latent vectors for sequence-to-sequence models for translation. The explanations in our study also include revealing system internals, but in a model-based
agent’s search tree.
For this paper, the domain is a complex, sequential decision-making environment based on
Real-Time Strategy (RTS) games. Ontañón et al. has pointed to the gap in research about human
needs for understanding AI for RTS [51], and researchers have been working to fill this gap. As a
few examples, Metoyer et al. contributed formative work via human explanations of RTS games
used within expert-novice pairs [47], Dodge and Penney investigated how expert broadcasters
explain RTS [20, 52], Kim et al. investigated human responses to Human vs. AI battles [34, 35], and
Penney et al. investigated pairs of AI players making sense of “simulated AI” behavior [52, 53].
Although some of these RTS investigations included participants noticing AI failures (symptoms
of faults), none except the AAR/AI work [46] offer insights into humans attempting to localize AI
faults in this domain. To help fill this gap, in this paper we present the first quantitative evaluation
of humans’ effectiveness with the AAR/AI process.

3

METHODOLOGY

To investigate the effectiveness of the AAR/AI process for localizing AI’s faults/bugs, we conducted
an empirical study with domain-knowledgeable participants using AAR/AI vs. without AAR/AI.
Due to COVID-19, we conducted sessions over teleconference (Zoom) and a browser-based custom
combination of the platform (game and explanation system, including AAR/AI features for the
AAR/AI treatment) and questionnaires. The participants were experienced with RTS games but
had no AI or machine learning (ML) background.
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Participants and Procedure

We required participants to be at least 18 years of age, and to have 10+ hours of prior experience
with real-time strategy (RTS) games to ensure they would understand our domain. In addition, we
excluded respondents who had taken any AI or ML class before. (We later disqualified one participant
who became persistently inattentive during the study session.) Of the final 65 participants, 49
self-identified as men, 15 as women, and 1 as transgender (Table 1). Participants were randomly
assigned by flipping a coin to one of two treatments: AAR/AI and non-AAR/AI. Each zoom session
had one to seven participants. Upon completing the study, they received a $20 Amazon gift card as
compensation.
All participants observed an AI agent playing the web-based RTS game described in Section 1.1.
Participants’ task was to localize the AI agent’s bugs. Participants in both the treatments saw the
same explanation (which we describe in Section 3.2)—the only difference between the treatments
AAR/AI

Non-AAR/AI

Total

Man
Woman
Transgender

25
7
1

24
8
0

49
15
1

Undergrad
Grad
Non-student

13
10
10

14
7
11

27
17
21

Total

33

32

65

Table 1. Participants demographics as per their questionnaire responses to their gender identification (including a free-form response), student/non-student status, and age. Median age was 24 (minimum: 17; maximum:
48), with about half below and half above. (One 17-year-old claimed to meet the >=18 inclusion criterion before
the study, then gave their actual age on the questionnaire.) AAR/AI vs. non-AAR/AI participant demographics
were similar for all categories.

b) Participant describes the problem
with AAR/AI questions.

a) Participant clicked to
indicate a problem
(turned to green with stripe)

Fig. 2. How a (hypothetical) participant could mark up the Explanation UI for the AAR/AI Treatment. (a)
Participant selects what they think is a problem on the diagram. (b) Participant describes the problem by
including a label, location, level of certainty, and responses to the What, Why, and What changes questions.
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was the presence/absence of the AAR/AI supports. Data collected were participants’ responses
to a pre-task demographic questionnaire; their in-task answers to the AI agent’s reasoning, and
where in the explanation they saw these problems (Figure 2); a click log of their interactions; and
their responses to a post-task NASA/TLX questionnaire [25]. Additional details about the study
procedures can be found in Appendix B, and all questionnaires are included in the Supplemental
Documents accompanying this paper.
The study proceeded as follows. The participants agreed to an IRB-approved informed consent
form, then filled out the pre-task demographic questionnaire, then performed Steps 1-3 below (also
illustrated in Figure 3), and finally filled out the NASA/TLX questionnaire and were compensated.
Step 1: Tutorial: The researcher began the tutorial by informing participants that 1) they would
observe a game between Friendly and Enemy AI players, 2) the Friendly AI would lose, and 3) their
main task was to find “problems” in the Friendly AI’s actions. (“Problems” was the vocabulary we
used with participants to encourage them to find any/all of the Friendly AI agent’s failures and
faults/bugs as defined in Section 1.)
The researcher guided the participants through working with the interface to familiarize them
with the game interface and explanations for 30-40 minutes. The tutorial included example problems,
such as “violation of game rules for buying troops in both the top and bottom lanes”, but ultimately
they were told that, “If you think it’s a problem, it’s a problem.”. This set-up and tutorial handled
the first two steps of AAR/AI: (1) defining the rules and (2) explaining the agent’s objective.
Step 2: Entering the game interface: After the hands-on tutorial, the participants got access to the
main task’s interface (Figure 4A), and they began watching a sped-up replay of a game with the
Friendly AI competing against the Enemy AI. Participants could only observe the game; they did
not play the game.
From here onward, the researcher had real-time access to the actions taken by all the participants through a Dashboard. This ensured that the researcher could track signs of inattention or
inappropriate actions taken by the participants, and deal directly with the participant about them.
(One participant’s inattention could not be resolved, and we ultimately discarded their data; this is
in addition to the 65 participants reported in this paper.)
Step 3: Main task loop: (Predict and Describe with Replay; Locate and Describe with Explanation).
Predict and Describe with Replay: The game automatically paused at a Decision Point (DP) before
the one they would analyze, and participants provided written answers to what they thought the

Fig. 3. Summary of study procedure.
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Friendly AI would do by the next DP. Specifically, participants said which lane it would build in, and
whether it would make any marines, any banelings, any immortals, and/or a pylon. The purpose of
these questions was to get the participant active in trying to figure out the AI’s reasoning.
The participants then watched the AI’s decision and answered a set of questions. The participants
in the non-AAR/AI group answered a question asking what the Friendly AI had just done; and
the AAR/AI participants answered three questions as part of the AAR/AI process: what had the
Friendly AI just done; why they thought it made those decisions; and what changes they would
make in the Friendly AI’s decisions.
Locate and Describe with Explanation: After they had answered the initial questions, participants
were able to see the explanations (Figure 4B). Participants were then told to locate problems in the
AI’s reasoning using the explanations by clicking parts of the explanation they found problematic,
and answering a set of questions. AAR/AI participants also had the option of labeling the problems
they found via a free-form textbox5 . We captured all their interactions in a click log.
AAR/AI participants could start at any row they wanted, but once they had started a row, they
had to finish locating bugs in that row and describing them via the AAR/AI questions as in Figure
2. Once they said they were finished with the row (by clicking on “Done with this row”), they
moved on to whatever next row they wanted. (They could later go back to review any previous
row, but they could not change it after they had said they had finished it.) In contrast, non-AAR/AI
participants could move freely among rows, tackling the task of locating and describing them
however they pleased.
Once participants completed finding and describing problems in one DP, they then could click
on the “Done” button to indicate the completion of the task. They then could resume watching
the game. The game would pause again at another DP, and participants repeated the same process
as above in this new DP. The two decisions points participants worked with were DP 8 and DP
15, selected for the bugs they exhibited. Participants could spend a minimum of 10 minutes and a
maximum of 40 minutes per DP.
3.2

Explanations

Figure 4B shows a visual explanation of the agent for a given decision point (DP). It visualizes
the internal search tree the agent made to find the best actions. The leftmost node (also shown in
Figure 4B-1) graphically represents a current state of the game (i.e., root of the search tree). Note
that the state in Figure 4B-1 is an approximate thumbnail of the gameboard (Figure 4A). The tree
expansion to the right of the current state shows different combinations of actions and states the
agent predicts could happen next. Figure 4B-2 shows the Friendly AI’s action in the blue box and
the Enemy’s action in orange. Next is the predicted “next state” (child), followed by another pair of
actions, and the predicted grandchild state. The explanation interface shows 5 of the 20 searched
actions: the top 2, median, and bottom 2 (Figure 4B).
Outcome predictions, shown in Figure 4B-3, appear in two ways: a sentence describing the win
probability associated with that action and a visualization decomposing that win probability into
4 stacked bars, one for each nexus. Each bar shows two probabilities: one for the nexus being
destroyed (shown in red) and the other for that nexus having the lowest health at the end of a game
(shown in pink). The sum of all 8 probabilities is 100% (the game has to end in one of 8 ways); thus,
a single player’s win probability is that sum minus the 4 probabilities that they lose (encoded by
the total size of the red and pink bars on the right side), shown by the large bold number.
5 In formative investigations and pilots, we observed that one benefit of AAR/AI seemed to be its encouragement of consistent

search practices [7]. We added labeling to AAR/AI to further encourage these practices.
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The Reinforcement Learning Agent

In our study, the Friendly AI “player” is powered by a model-based reinforcement learning agent6 ,
which determines the Friendly AI’s next action by predicting future states. This section summarizes
the agent, and Appendix C explains its architecture in more detail.
The agent makes its predictions using the following neural-network driven functions:
(1) Action-Ranking Function (ARF) with type signature (State, Action) → float: answers
“How good is taking this Action in this State?”
(2) Transition Function (TF) with type signature (State, Action1, Action2) → State:
answers “What State will arise if I (Friendly AI) take Action1 and the opponent (Enemy AI)
takes Action2?”
(3) Leaf Evaluation Function (LEF) with type signature (State) → (outcome-probabilities):
answers “How good is this state?”
6 This

agent was also used in Mai et al [46].

B. Explanation Interface

A. Game Replay Interface

See below for larger ver

B-1. State summary

B-2. Actions

B-3. Outcome bars

Fig. 4. A. The game interface that participants used to watch the game in action; B. This interface visually
explains Friendly AI’s explanation for its actions. The screenshot shows top 2 next actions. The top row
represents the best next action among multiple actions: B-1. Current state is graphically represented; B-2.
AI’s predicted action pair (Friendly in blue and Enemy in orange). Also, its child state, the AI’s next predicted
action pair, and grandchild state are shown. B-3. At the right, the outcome bars are shown to represent how
the probability is calculated.
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Using these components, the agent internally builds a search tree to select the best action for
the Friendly AI player. It first enumerates all actions available in the current state, applying the
Action Ranking Function (ARF) to each, and pruning all but the top 20 actions (shown in blue at
Figure 4B). It then applies the ARF again from the opponent’s perspective, pruning all but the
top 10 actions (the top one shown in orange next to the blue one at Figure 4B). Then for each
combination of promising moves, the agent applies the Transition Function (TF), predicting the
resultant child state. By this point one level of the game tree has been built. It then builds one more
level in the same fashion, starting from the child state, with smaller numbers of actions. Although
we could repeat this process indefinitely, we stop the prediction here, because in many domains
searching enough to reach a terminal state would be intractable. Thus, after the agent applies the
Leaf Evaluation Function (LEF) to each grandchild state, it propagates resulting values back up the
tree via minimax search.7
3.4

The Bugs

The participants’ task was to identify the AI agent’s bugs. We based our bugs on the agent’s
naturally occurring bugs. For example, one of the bugs we found was that the AI predicted that a
health value of the nexus increases over time, which cannot occur in a real game.
To harvest these bugs, we wrote scripts to find similar cases that were objectively wrong (such
as ones that violate game rules, like the nexus health example above), and then hand-validated
the results. After rigorous analysis [41] of these naturally occurring bugs and iteratively trying
them in our preliminary pilots, we harvested 10 of these bug instances, selected DPs that contained
those bugs, and exaggerated those whose effects were too small to notice easily. Appendix B’s
Table 6 enumerates the complete list of bugs and any exaggerations we made. All participants’
explanations contained all of the bugs enumerated. Five bug instances were in each of two decision
points (DP). Half of the bugs were in the agent’s Transition Function (TF) and half were in the
agent’s Leaf Evaluation Function (LEF).
For example, one of the Leaf Evaluation Function (LEF) bugs is Bug ID #1 at DP 8; this bug is
shown in detail later in Figure 7. At one point (which will be called out in row 1C in the figure), the
agent predicts that the Friendly AI will lose with its bottom nexus being destroyed, but it consistently
predicts that the Friendly AI will win by destroying the enemy AI’s top lane nexus in other rows.
Also, although the actions in 1B and 1C are very similar, their outcomes are radically different,
which is not possible. This is a bug with the win probabilities flipped for both the Friendly and
Enemy AI’s top and bottom lanes.
An example of a Transition Function (TF) bug is Bug ID #4 at DP 8, which is shown later in
Figure 8. The agent predicts that the enemy AI will have two immortals in the next state; however,
it is not possible because there exists only one building for producing immortals and each building
can produce only one in a single round.
4

RESULTS

4.1

RQ1 Results: Does AAR/AI help localize faults?

RQ1 asks whether the AAR/AI process helps domain-knowledgeable users localize faults. To answer
this question, we measured participants’ ability to find and describe the 10 bugs enumerated in
Section 3.4. To code their efforts, two researchers independently coded 20% of the data corpus, and
achieved an inter-rater reliability (IRR) of 80.6% (Jaccard index [31]). Given this level of agreement,
they then split up the remaining coding. The code set followed a scoring system. Participants could
earn up to 2 points for each bug they reported: if they correctly located a bug, they could earn up
7A

full discussion on minimax and game tree search can be found in Chapter 5 in [58].
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to 1 point, and if they correctly described the bug, they could earn another point. Table 2 details the
coding rules for no credit, partial, or full credit for locating and describing bugs.
First, we compare sheer volume of AAR/AI vs. non-AAR/AI participants’ problem reports. Figure 5
shows the distributions of how many problems participants reported. AAR/AI participants reported
significantly more problems than Non-AAR/AI participants (t-test, t(63) = 5.7829, p < .0001)8 . In
fact, even the AAR/AI participant with the fewest problem reports (9) still submitted more than
75% of the participants in the Non-AAR/AI treatment did (Q3 = 8.25).
To evaluate the correctness of their problem reports, we use the term “bug” to refer to the
bugs in Table 6, and the term “problem” to denote whatever participants reported as problematic.
We use these concepts to compute two metrics commonly used in machine learning – recall and
precision9 . Recall measures the proportion of the system’s 10 bugs the participants reported, and
precision measures the proportion of participants’ problem reports that were actually bugs. An
“ideal” participant whose problem reports would show perfect recall and precision would include
all of the bugs in Table 6 (perfect recall) and nothing else (perfect precision).
Using these measures, the AAR/AI participants had both significantly greater average recall
(Welch’s t-test, t(55.666) = 4.5479, p < .0001) and precision (t-test, t(63) = 2.0358, p = .04598) than
8 Levene’s test for equal variance determined when to use a standard t-test vs. Welch’s t-test; we point out Welch’s whenever
we use it.
9 See Eqs. (5) and (6) in Appendix A for details of how we computed recall and precision for each participant. Because this
data labeling would be considered multi-class and multi-label, we could not use the basic formulae. Further, while Zhang et
al. [71] offer Eqs. (3) and (4) for such labellings, they do not incorporate other issues present in our data corpus. For example,
few negative examples are present in the corpus because most participants only reported bugs they thought to be present.

Location: Participant...
(A)... marked location correctly
Description: Participant...
(A)... completely described bug correctly
(B)... partially described bug correctly

No credit
(0)

Partial credit
(+0.5)

Full credit
(+1)

Not (A)

N/A

(A)

Neither (A)
nor (B)

(B)

(A)

Table 2. The coding rules we used to code participants’ problem reports. (For Location, if a participant’s
location markings were combined in a way that introduced ambiguity, we disambiguated by looking for
location information in their free-form descriptions.)

Fig. 5. Problem report count per participant. AAR/AI: Mean=13.182, SD=4.565; Non-AAR/AI: Mean=6.281,
SD=5.050

. The AAR/AI participants submitted significantly more problem reports than their Non-AAR/AI
counterparts.
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the Non-AAR/AI participants (Figure 6). Cohen’s 𝑑 showed a large effect size (d = 1.121) for the
recall difference, and a medium effect size (d = .505) for the precision difference10 .
Together, these three results suggest that the AAR/AI process not only encouraged participants
to report significantly more problems (Figure 5), it also encouraged them to report problems that
were indeed bugs, as measured by their significantly higher recall and precision (Figure 6). These
results are especially encouraging given that none of the participants had backgrounds in AI/ML.
4.2

RQ2 Results: Does the type of fault matter?

RQ2 raises the question of whether AAR/AI vs. non-AAR/AI participants’ success differences
depended on which particular bugs or types of bugs they were pursuing. We begin by considering
the types of bugs: Leaf Evaluation Function bugs vs. Transition Function bugs.
Leaf Evaluation Function (LEF) bugs occur when the neural network provides an inaccurate
game outcome for an input state, such as in Figure 7. Transition Function (TF) bugs occur when
the neural network predicts an inaccurate future state, given a current state and actions, such as
in Figure 8. The experiment’s 10 bugs were evenly split between 5 LEF and 5 TF bugs. RQ2 asks
whether AAR/AI vs. non-AAR/AI played out differently for these two bug types.
10 We

consider Cohen’s 𝑑 ∈ [0, 0.2) to be no effect, 𝑑 ∈ [0.2, 0.5) to be small, 𝑑 ∈ [0.5, 0.8) to be medium, and 𝑑 ∈ [0.8, 1.4)
to be large, by convention [16].

Fig. 6. Participants’ recall (left) and precision (right). Recall AAR/AI: Mean=0.233, SD=0.160; Non-AAR/AI:
Mean=0.080, SD=0.105. Precision AAR/AI: Mean=0.179, SD=0.129; Non-AAR/AI: Mean=0.116, SD=0.121 over
all 10 bugs

. AAR/AI participants performed significantly better than Non-AAR/AI participants with both
measures.

Row 1B

Row 1C

Fig. 7. Example of Leaf Evaluation Function (LEF) bug (Bug ID #1), present at DP 8. The game outcome for
row 1C is suspicious. Since the Friendly AI’s action (i.e., 2 marines) is similar to that for 1A and 1B (especially
1B: 1 marine), we can expect that the Friendly AI would win (>99% chance of winning) by destroying the top
enemy nexus (as in row 1B), however, the agent predicts that Friendly AI will lose (0.1% chance of winning),
which implies that the win probabilities for row 1C have likely been flipped (i.e., LEF bug).
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To answer this question, we analyzed recall and precision separately for LEF bugs and TF
bugs. (Note that the number of target bugs is now split into two for analysis, which affects the
distributions.) Figure 9 shows the results, with recall in the left two pairs (LEF and TF bugs,
respectively), and precision in the right two pairs. The AAR/AI vs. non-AAR/AI recall differences
for both bug types were significant. Specifically, AAR/AI participants found significantly greater
proportions of both LEF bugs (t-test, t(63) = 3.0358, p = .0035) and TF bugs (Welch’s t-test, t(51.341) =
4.7479, p < .001). Average precision differences in AAR/AI participants vs. non-AAR/AI participants
were suggestive, but did not reach significance for either LEF bugs (t-test, t(63) = 1.1891, p = .2389)
or TF bugs (t-test, t(63) = 1.5878, p = .1173).
As these LEF vs. TF recall and precision results show, bug type did not determine when AAR/AI
participants were more effective than non-AAR/AI participants—AAR/AI participants performed at
least as well as non-AAR/AI participants on both bug types. In fact, as Figure 10 shows, AAR/AI
participants outperformed non-AAR/AI participants on every bug. On average, AAR/AI participants
were about 6 times as likely as non-AAR/AI participants to find each bug (odds ratio for two sample
proportions [55], 𝜙ˆ = 5.889).
4.3

RQ3 Results: Labeling and Abstractions

This study’s third research question explored whether adding labeling to the AAR/AI process
would facilitate participants’ ability to spot patterns of bugs and potentially develop abstractions
capturing these patterns. Toward that end, our interface enabled AAR/AI participants to label the
bugs they localized as they went along. They had free rein to label any way they chose, or not
to label at all. We then analyzed the kinds of labels participants used and whether their use of
different kinds of labels related to their successes at localizing bugs.
4.3.1 What kinds of labels did they devise?
Participants used a wide variety of labels to characterize the bugs they found. Some seemed to
use labels simply as a way to group similar instances (e.g., “1”, “problem2”); some used location
information in their labeling schemes (e.g., “first row”); and some used labels for lighter purposes
(e.g., “bored”). However, some participants’ labels abstracted above individual instances into concepts, either from a “naive-AI” perspective (e.g., “badprediction”) or from a domain perspective
(e.g., “marines to be made”).
We coded the labels into categories. Two researchers generated the code set using a process
similar to Hsieh & Shannon’s summative content analysis [29], where keywords are identified
before and during data analysis to form the code set. This generated the categories of labels shown
in Table 3. When a participant’s label was applicable to more than one category, we coded it in

Fig. 8. Example of Transition Function (TF) bug (Bug ID #10), present at DP 8. The bug (in the highlighted
box), is that the agent predicts there will be 2 immortals in the bottom lane (solid arrows), even though there
is only one immortal production building (dashed arrow).
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Fig. 9. AAR/AI participants’ vs. non-AAR/AI participants’ (left to right): recall for leaf-evaluation function
(LEF) bugs only (AAR/AI: Mean=0.208, SD=0.185; Non-AAR/AI: Mean=0.075, SD=0.105), recall for transition
function bugs (TF) only (AAR/AI: Mean=0.258, SD=0.188; Non-AAR/AI: Mean=0.086, SD=0.135), precision for
LEF bugs only (AAR/AI: Mean=0.100, SD=0.105; Non-AAR/AI: Mean=0.068, SD=0.109), and precision for TF
bugs only (AAR/AI: Mean=0.122, SD=0.101; Non-AAR/AI: Mean=0.078, SD=0.122).

Fig. 10. Percentage of participants who found each bug. More AAR/AI participants than Non-AAR/AI participants found every one of the bugs. Odds Ratios show AAR/AI participants’ increased likelihood of finding
each bug. (Bug 6’s odds ratio is undefined because 0 Non-AAR/AI participants found that bug.)

all the applicable categories. For example, “battlefield counting issues” was coded as an instance
of both Domain Concepts and Counting/Math. The researchers independently coded 20% of the
data with 85% agreement (Jaccard index [31]), coding the labels directly or in the context of the
participants’ reports when necessary to disambiguate labels. Given these researchers’ high level of
code consistency, only one researcher was needed to complete the rest of the coding.
As Figure 11 shows, participants’ use of labels most frequently tended towards abstractions
relating to concepts of the game (Domain Concepts) or concepts of AI and/or AI Explanations
(AI/XAI Concepts), with more than 120 instances of each. The next most frequent was using labels
as simply grouping mechanisms (Identified Groups) (e.g., “ai3”, “problem2”); there were more than
80 instances of these. Participants also sometimes used “Not a Problem After All” labels as a way to
document “all clear” diagnoses after perusing the Explanation UI; there were 70 instances of this
category. The Bug Location category (e.g., “first row”) and “Un-category” category (labels not even
attempting to categorize; e.g., “abc”, “can’t understand”) were also somewhat common, with more
than 30 instances of each. Lowest in frequency was the No Time category, in which participants
used labels to document where they ran out of time, with 6 instances.
4.3.2 Which of their labels correlated with success?
Of these categories, the three codes showing positive correlations with participants’ success
(scores) were AI/XAI concepts, Counting/Math, and Domain Concepts (Figure 12). Each of these
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AI/XAI Concepts

AI/XAI Concepts

Count/Math

Count/Math

Domain Concepts

Domain Concepts

No Time

No Time

Bug location

Bug location

Not a problem after all

Not a problem after all

Identified Groups

Identified Groups

"Un-Category"

"Un-Category"
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Fig. 11. Frequencies of AAR/AI participants’ ways of Fig. 12. Correlation between the scores in each catelabeling faults into these categories. (Non-AAR/AI par- gorization scheme and the participant’s total score.
ticipants did not have a labeling feature.) Domain
Concepts and AI/XAI Concepts were the most common.

had a correlation coefficient 𝑟 between [0.45, 0.54], which is generally considered to be a moderate correlation [22]. In contrast, the remaining categories had small negative correlations with
participants’ success.
AI/XAI Concept labels had the highest correlation with the participants’ success scores (𝑟 = 0.535).
Among the participants’ labels hinting at AI/XAI-concept abstractions were “bad prediction” (P158,
score 7; P116, score 5), “winning percentage” (P130, score 14), and “overconfidence top lane” (P106,
Code: Description

Examples of participants’ labels

AI/XAI Concepts: Concepts/terminology re- health prediction, incorrect decision, success outlated to XAI/AI
come change, overestimation of ability...
Bug location: Location on the Explanation UI

next state 17, outcome 2, second action, error row
5a, 2b not possible...

Count/Math: Related to counting, math, or cal- battlefield counting issues, nexus health calculation,
culation
too many enemies... marines...
Domain Concepts: Concepts/terminology re- lane 1 nexus, unit disappear, nexus randomly dies,
lated to the game domain (troops, lanes, nexus)
suddenly immortals, banelings in the bottom lane...
Identified Groups: Evidence of an “ID” of some
kind used repeatedly to group similar instances

ai, ai2,...
1ssue, 2 issue,...
problem, problem2,...

No Time: Did not have time to complete search
for problems

no time, out of time

Not a problem after all: Location was marked no problem, n/a, no, ignore this, no issues...
as a (potential) problem, but added a label indicating no problem after all
“Un-category”: Did not attempt to categorize;
labels ranged from gibberish to messages to the
researcher

error, bored, alex, cant understand, abc...

Table 3. Code set used to categorize AAR/AI participants’ labels on the faults they localized.
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Fig. 13. P119’s search path leading to a problem report they labeled “bad decisions”. To report this problem,
P119 walked down to the second level, then perused each node at the second level, drilling down further if
the node seemed potentially problematic (e.g., node 8), then returned to their progression through the second
level until the need arose to drill down again (e.g., node 12).

score 5.5). Participants’ label usage in this category, when matched up with their click histories,
suggested that they may have located bugs by walking through the explanation tree showing the
AI’s reasoning, in a “reasoning walkthrough” somewhat analogous to a code walkthrough. Figure 13
illustrates one such walkthrough. Another example excerpted from a participant’s report is:
P120 (Labeled “Action-prediction incompatibility”): “What: AI adds a friendly baneling to
the top row while assuming the opponent will save money. Despite this addition to units, the
prediction for success does not increase from 98%. I would think it would increase.”
Counting/Math labels also correlated with participants’ successful outcomes (𝑟 = .504). Participants’ labels in the Counting/Math category pointed out where some number (in the game UI)
or calculation (made by the AI player and shown in the explanation tree) was incorrect. Some
of these referred to only to math (P102, score 3: “number off”), but some also brought in AI/XAI
concepts (P123, score 11: “chances <probabilities> are wrong”), or Domain Concepts (P111, score 12:
“battlefield counting issues”). Participants’ reports with Counting/Math labels seemed to suggest
that participants were localizing bugs by “auditing” the counting/math via the explanation tree:
P128 (Labeled “number”): “the numbers are inconsistent. the total marines are 9 but it only
shows 6 in the game area.”
P104 (Labelled “troop_calculation”): “during action, friendly will have 4 marines, 1 each of
immortal and baneling on map, enemy has 5 marines, 1 baneling. 3 friendly marines and 1
baneling was destroyed while only 1 enemy baneling was destroyed. does not seem to add up if
it was a fair game.”
Domain Concept labels also were correlated with participants’ successful outcomes (𝑟 = .455).
Participants’ use of Domain Concept labels often showed that they were localizing bugs by mapping
what they saw in the explanations to game concepts, then using them to spot portions of the
explanation running counter to the logic of the game. For example, P111 and P137 spotted bugs via
game-logic contradictions, which they both labeled using Domain Concepts:
P111 (Labeled “evaluated battlefield error”): “What: there are 3 more marines that are alive
the next time than the previous. Though the situations have not changed, so neither should the
speculated battlefield.
Why: I’m not actually sure why, other than a misprediction.
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What changes: Change the 10 state bottom lane to have 3 enemy marines to match the previous
prediction.”
P137 (Labeled “Nexus health”): “What: The health bar for Enemy bottom Nexus isn’t consistent.
It’s low in the first state and then becomes full.”
Although some examples in the Domain Concept category, like the above, were solely Domain
Concept labels, about half the instances in this category also related to the AI/XAI category and/or
the Counting/Math category. For example, the “evaluated battlefield error” entry above by P111
(score 12) was also in the AI/XAI Concept category. Another example was P120’s “improper unit
count”, which was in both the Domain Concept category and the Counting/Math category (P120,
score 5). These co-occurrences mark instances in which participants may have been reasoning
about a single bug in multiple ways.
Taken together, the correlations between success and the AI/XAI Concepts, Counting/Math audits,
and Domain Concepts suggest that adding labeling to the AAR/AI process may be a potentially
powerful aid. Perhaps the participants’ labeling effort facilitated forms of self-explanation, in which
participants were able to make sense of the individual instances of bugs by (self-)explaining them
via other patterns of reasoning, such as concepts of math, RTS gameplay, or how they assumed AI
agents work.
5

DISCUSSION

Did using AAR/AI impose an extra cognitive load on the AAR/AI participants beyond the load
experienced by non-AAR/AI participants? We expected it to, because in our past XAI research [5],
participants paid a statistically significant cognitive load cost for their successes with the most
efficacious explanations. Thus, we analyzed participants’ perceptions of cognitive load via the
NASA Task-Load indeX (TLX), to see if adding the AAR/AI process on top of the explanations
imposed a cognitive load “tax”.
To our surprise, none of the 5 NASA TLX dimensions gathered11 , showed statistically significant
differences between the AAR/AI and Non-AAR/AI participants; all p-values fell within [.133, .878].
That said, the temporal demand dimension was particularly interesting.
As with the other NASA/TLX questions, AAR/AI vs. Non-AAR/AI participants did notdiffer
statistically in the amount of temporal demand that they reported (TLX Temporal dimension: t-test,
t(49) = 1.5276, p = .1331). However, somewhat contradicting their self-reports, AAR/AI participants
actually spent significantly more time than non-AAR/AI participants did, for both DP7 (Welch’s
t-test, t(50) = 2.3095, p = .0251) and DP14 (Welch’s t-test, t(49) = 2.5874, p = .0127). Given this
contradiction between participants’ self-reported perceptions of time and actual time taken, and
in light of the remaining non-significant differences in the TLX responses, further studies are
required to answer whether adding AAR/AI to XAI adds cognitive load to domain-knowledgeable
users’ efforts to assess their AI agents—and if so, whether the added cognitive load is desirable
(e.g., participants better scrutinizing the AI) or undesirable (e.g., participants wasting time due to
AAR/AI features).
As with all empirical studies, our study has limitations and threats to validity [36, 67]. One
challenge with controlled experiments involving human participants in XAI is controlling which
portions of the explanations that participants see. If participants are allowed to explore freely
through a huge virtual explanation space, no two participants see the same explanations. In a
quantitative experiment, such uncontrolled variations in participants’ experiences would introduce
too much experimental noise for inferential statistics to be useful. For example, in a qualitative
11 The

“physical” dimension was not gathered because the study was online rather than in the lab. 14 participants (21.6%)
did not complete the questionnaire: 8/33 AAR/AI participants and 6/32 of the non-AAR/AI participants.
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study in the RTS domain, Penney et al. [52, 53] showed that different participants focused on
different things.
To ensure that participants in both treatments could start the experiment seeing exactly the same
subset of the virtual explanation space, we pruned the XAI explanation tree they could view12 .
Constraining their view had the benefit of keeping their attention in parts of the explanation space
where we had previously confirmed bugs. Participants could then pan/zoom/collapse the amount
of information on the screen, but could not expand beyond the original subset. We selected the
explanation subset such that it included information pertinent to every bug. This involved pruning
away large portions of the virtual explanation space, which raises an ecological validity threat.
This is an example of a classic trade-off for most controlled experiments, in which some ecological
validity must be traded off to achieve the controls necessary to isolate an independent variable [36]
(in our study, to remove other factors so as to isolate the AAR/AI vs. non-AAR/AI independent
variable).
Another threat to ecological validity is the bugs participants needed to locate. Our bugs were
naturally occurring bugs—they turned up without our help in the AI-learned model. As Ko et al.
point out, naturally occurring bugs increase ecological validity [36]. However, our pilot participants
revealed that some of these natural bugs were so subtle, participants rarely could locate them.
This could have led to “floor effects”, in which the task is so difficult, no participant can complete
them in the allotted time no matter which tool they use [57], and no effects can be revealed by
statistics. To address this issue, we exaggerated the size13 of some of these naturally occurring bugs,
as enumerated in Table 6. These exaggerations likely affected participants’ success rates; however,
this threat was equally present in both treatments.
Another potential threat is in how we calculated the measures of participants’ success rates
with recall and precision. Calculating recall and precision with bug identification is normally
straightforward, because a single area of code either is or is not faulty, and a single bug report
usually describes a single issue. However, in our experiment, a single problem report could (and
sometimes did) point at multiple bugs. Also, when two of the bugs were co-located in a single node
of the explanation (Bug ID 1 and 2), attribution of participants’ bug reports to one of those two bugs
was even more difficult. These complexities break the 1-to-1 correspondence between report and bug,
yielding a multi-class, multi-label problem. Thus, we had to derive our own calculations for recall
and precision, as detailed in Appendix A. The uniqueness of our recall and precision calculations
affect the ability to precisely compare them against simpler precision and recall calculations used
in other fault localization literature.
Ideally, participants would have been given enough time to find all the bugs (high recall), and to
do so carefully enough to achieve high precision (with few false positives). In our study, neither
of these measures’ averages reached 25%. A likely contributor to this was our need to control the
amount of time a participant could spend in the study. Given the practicality of people’s schedules,
we settled on 2-hour session times, which does not seem to have been enough time to complete
the task. However, this constraint applied equally to both treatments, so it does not threaten the
validity of our comparisons between treatments.
Another threat to participants’ ability to localize the bugs is that we avoided defining what a
fault/bug/problem is, because we did not want to influence participants’ assessment efforts. Even
12 Some of the virtual explanation space was not available even to us, because like many AI agents, the AI system proactively

pruned away unpromising portions of its potential solution space—and, as a side effect, the explanation space—to reduce
calculation time.
13 As an additional safeguard, we included multiple exaggerations amounts for the same bug type in our experiment (e.g.,
some bugs being a small, medium, or large exaggeration of another bug type, as detailed in Table 6). Participants’ results did
not reveal any patterns as to whether the size of the exaggeration mattered.
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when participants asked if the problem they found was really a problem, the researcher did not
answer, for ecological validity reasons—in software debugging, there is no “oracle” monitoring
someone’s debugging efforts to tell them whether or not a line of code they are puzzling over is
problematic. However, this design choice introduced a threat: how could participants find a bug
without knowing what constitutes one? We attempted to head off this threat by telling them that
if they thought a problem was a problem, they should report it. We also provided “definitely”,
“maybe”, and “never mind” bug reporting options (Figure 2), to encourage participants to report
everything they thought was even potentially problematic. If we had defined to participants what
did and did not count as a bug, participants’ success rates would probably have been different.
Limitations like these can be addressed only by additional studies across a spectrum of empirical
methods, to isolate different independent variables of study and to establish generality of findings
over different explanation styles, different bugs, different measures, different AI algorithms, different
domains, and different populations attempting to find an AI agent’s problematic behaviors.
6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the results of an empirical study comparing domain-knowledgeable
users’ attempts to find an AI agent’s bugs using AAR/AI (After-Action Review for AI) vs. not using
AAR/AI. The results showed that:
• AAR/AI participants’ recall rate on the bugs they reported was significantly higher than
non-AAR/AI participants’, with a large effect size. This indicates that AAR/AI participants
found more of the actual bugs, one of the key goals of assessment in XAI domains.
• AAR/AI participants also reported a significantly larger number of problems. This result
would be worrying if it showed that they achieved high recall simply by reporting that
everything was wrong. However, the results showed that this was not the case because...
• ...AAR/AI participants also showed significantly higher precision than non-AAR/AI participants, with a medium effect size. Typically, there is a tradeoff in precision vs. recall, so
increasing both is a very strong improvement.
• When considering the bugs one by one, we saw no evidence of AAR/AI’s advantages being
particular to specific bugs or types of bugs—rather, AAR/AI participants outperformed nonAAR/AI participants on every bug. On average, AAR/AI participants were almost 6 times as
likely as non-AAR/AI participants to find any particular bug.
• The AAR/AI participants’ labeling behaviors suggest that incorporating labeling into the
AAR/AI process may bring important benefits. In this study, some AAR/AI participants used
labels to abstract above individual instances of bugs, using concepts from the domain or
from (X)AI. Others used labels in ways suggestive of auditing. Use of these types of labels
correlated with higher recall rates in finding the bugs.
Finally, recall that the only difference in treatments was AAR/AI vs. no AAR/AI—all participants
consumed the same explanations. These results suggest the importance of integrating explanations
with an assessment process such as AAR/AI, to enable domain-knowledgeable users to make
informed decisions about when to follow an AI agent’s recommendations and when not to.
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APPENDIX A: ANALYSIS MATH

Because our participants could select multiple nodes in the diagram, our analysis was faced with a
multi-class, multi-label problem. In classification problems with two classes, recall and precision
can be computed via familiar expressions like the following:
𝑇𝑃
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐 (𝑇 𝑃, 𝐹 𝑃,𝑇 𝑁 , 𝐹 𝑁 ) =
(1)
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
𝑇𝑃
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐 (𝑇 𝑃, 𝐹 𝑃,𝑇 𝑁 , 𝐹 𝑁 ) =
(2)
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
To find a multi-class, multi-label analog, we consulted a review by Zhang et al. [71], which
describes two flavors of multi-label analysis. One equally weights each data instance, and another
equally weights each label. Either one is well-defined for us, so we picked the former approach,
using the recall/precision equations from their Section 2.2.2, as Equations (3) and (4) provided
verbatim here, barring a single notational change, where:
• ℎ(·) is the classification function, which returns labels given the 𝑖th data point as a feature
vector 𝑥®𝑖 ;
• 𝑑 is the number of data instances (Zhang et al. used 𝑝, but we will use that later. This notation
swap is the only change from their equation.);
• and 𝑌𝑖 is the set of ground truth labels associated with the 𝑖th data point.
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑍ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔 (ℎ) =

𝑑
1 Õ |𝑌𝑖 ∩ ℎ(𝑥®𝑖 )|
𝑑 𝑖=1
|𝑌𝑖 |

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑍ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔 (ℎ) =

𝑑
1 Õ |𝑌𝑖 ∩ ℎ(𝑥®𝑖 )|
𝑑 𝑖=1 |ℎ(𝑥®𝑖 )|

(3)

(4)

We started from these expressions, and cast the summands into our situation via the following
steps: First, |𝑌𝑖 | is just the number of bugs present (in this case 10). Second, since our bugs were all
known to be present, the 𝑌® for a particular DP is a 1-vector, so the intersection becomes a sum
of the bugs a participant found in all their reports. Third, since |ℎ(𝑥®𝑖 )| is intended to model the
“number of shots fired at targets”, we use the number of problem reports that participant submitted
as the denominator in precision (while one could consider 0 reports to be 0 precision because
bugs were known to be present, participants provided 2 reports at minimum). Importantly, in this
framing the denominator has no dependence on the summation, and so it can be pulled outside the
summation.
Next, we need to manipulate the summation part to handle reports not being independent. In
our case we do not get negative data instances14 because we did not request any certifications that
(regions of) the explanation were free of bugs, though a few participants saw fit to submit such
reports. This means we need to interpret silence on a bug as a 𝐹 𝑁 , but we can ONLY know if the
participant was silent on a bug after they have finished with that subtask. Further, we will never
get a 𝑇 𝑁 because bugs were known to be present. The other kind of non-independence we need to
handle is best illustrated by Table 4: many participants reported the same problem multiple times.
To handle this without awarding excess credit, we create Table 5 so that it is sliced per participant
by aggregating each participant’s part of columns of Table 4 by taking a max over the reports from
each participant.
Putting the pieces together yields Equations (5) and (6), for participant 𝑝’s recall/precision where:
14 If

confused by this terminology, consult the confusion matrix at (https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crashcourse/classification/true-false-positive-negative).
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Bug A
Describe Select

Bug B
Describe Select

Bug C
Describe Select

ReportID

PID

1
2
3

Alice
Alice
Alice

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
1
0

4
5

Bob
Bob

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

6
7
8
9

Cindy
Cindy
Cindy
Cindy

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
1
1
0

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Table 4. Mockup of data post-labeling, presented per problem report. In our labelling, each bug could be
selected and/or described properly, so 2 points available per bug. Notably, as illustrated here, participants
often found the same issues repeatedly, so we devised Equations 5 and 6 to handle not awarding additional
credit for these repeat finds. In the example provided, we used binary indicator variables for simplicity of
presentation, though our formulation naturally handles partial credit with no modification.

PID
Alice
Bob
Cindy

#Reports
3
2
4

Bug A
Describe Select
0
1
0

0
0
1

Bug B
Describe Select
1
0
1

Bug C
Describe Select

1
0
1

1
0
0

1
0
0

Table 5. Mockup of data post labeling, per participant (i.e. after taking the max across reports from that
person). To compute recall/precision, one can take the sum across rows of this table, normalize by 2 (because
there are 2 points per bug), then divide by the number of bugs or problem reports, respectively.

• 𝐵 is the set of bugs (in our case, there are 10);
• 𝑀 is the maximum score available per bug (in our case, 2);
• 𝑗 indexes particular labels (of which there are 𝐵𝑀 in each report, because each bug could be
described and/or labelled correctly);
• and 𝑅(·) is the report function, which returns the set of problem reports from a given
participant.
|𝐵 |𝑀
1 Õ
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡 (𝑝) =
max 𝑟 𝑗
|𝐵|𝑀 𝑗 𝑟 ∈𝑅 (𝑝)

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡 (𝑝) =

|𝐵
|𝑀
Õ
1
max 𝑟 𝑗
|𝑅(𝑝)|𝑀 𝑗 𝑟 ∈𝑅 (𝑝)

(5)

(6)

Calculating recall per bug is very similar, with the summation going down columns instead
of across rows, but precision becomes a bit more complicated. Because some reports could be
attributed to bugs while others could not, determining the correct number of reports to divide
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by requires checking to see if a report was attributed to a different bug. Mathematically, we use
Equations (7) and (8) to compute the recall of a label 𝑏 (e.g. “Bug A Select”), where:
• 𝑃 is the total number of participants;
• 𝑝 indexes participants;
• and 𝑅(·, ·) is an overloaded function returning the set of problem reports for a participant
that could possibly be attributed to a particular bug (either by actually being attributed to
that bug OR by being unable to be attributed to any bug).
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 (𝑏) =

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 (𝑏) = Í𝑃
𝑝

𝑃
1Õ
max 𝑟𝑏
𝑃 𝑝 𝑟 ∈𝑅 (𝑝)

1
|𝑅(𝑝, 𝑏)|

𝑃
Õ
𝑝

max 𝑟𝑏

𝑟 ∈𝑅 (𝑝)

(7)

(8)

Using these as the basis, we can analyze a bug (or kind of bug, e.g. Leaf Evaluation Function bugs)
by running this on multiple columns and normalizing results appropriately.
To illustrate usage of Equations (5) and (6), one can compute the recall of a participant using
Table 5; we can sum across the row and divide by the number of bugs (the max was already
incorporated moving from Table 4 to Table 5). Similarly, for precision, we use the same sum across
the row, but divide by the number of problem reports the participant provided. In the concrete
example, |𝐵| = 3 and 𝑀 = 2, so Alice’s recall is a whopping 46 ≈ 67% with the same precision (Alice
submitted 3 bug reports). Meanwhile, Bob’s recall was only 16 ≈ 17% with precision a bit higher
1
at 2∗𝑀
= 25% because he did not provide many reports. Cindy, on the other hand, had recall at
3
3
6 = 50%, but with lower precision ( 4∗𝑀 ≈ 38%) because of the higher report volume.
Next, to illustrate usage of Equation (7), 1 of the 3 participants (Bob) found “Bug A Describe”, so
the recall for that bug would be 33%. Similarly, 1 of the 3 participants Selected Bug A, leading to a
33% recall overall for Bug A.
Finally, to illustrate usage of Equation (8), we compute the precision for “Bug B Describe”.
Alice went 1-for-2 (report 1 hit, report 2 was attributable to bug C, and report 3 was unable to be
attributed and so possibly intended for that target). Meanwhile, Bob went 0-for-1 (report 4 was
possibly intended for that target, while report 5 was attributable to Bug A). And last, Cindy went
1-for-4 (report 6 missed but was intended for Bug B, report 7 hit, report 8 hit but was duplicate,
report 9 missed but was intended for Bug B). Combining these results yields 27 ≈ 29%.
B
B.1

APPENDIX B: STUDY DESIGN DETAILS
Details of the StarCraft II game

In our StarCraft II setup, both players were RL powered agents. We call them the “Friendly AI”
(referring back to Figure 1’s left) and the “Enemy AI” (right). Participants were shown the game
from the Friendly AI’s perspective.
As Figure 1 shows, the game has a top and a bottom lane, each of which is a separate battlefield
between the AI players. Each AI player has two Nexuses, which is the AI’s base in this game. A
Nexus is represented by the golden/yellow star structure at the corner of each lane. Next to each
Nexus is a health bar with that Nexus’s corresponding health points.
The two ways an AI player can win are by: (1) destroying one of the opposing Nexuses before 40
rounds, by bringing the Nexus health to 0, or (2) having the lowest Nexus health if all Nexuses are
standing at the end of 40 rounds. Thus, in trying to win, throughout the game the AIs generate
troops behind their respective Nexus to cause damage to the opposing Nexus in their lane.
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The bar with diamonds at the bottom of the screen in Figure 1 is the game timeline. StarCraft II
is played in rounds: each new round starts at one of the black diamonds (marked as D1, D2, etc).
These are called “decision points”, each marking a point where the AI decides on an action before
the next round begins. At a decision point, the AI decides: (1) what troops to buy, if any, and (2)
which lane to place them in (top or bottom).
To engage in battle, the AIs need minerals, because minerals are akin to money: the AI can use
them to buy troops or invest in Pylons. At the start of the game, each AI is given 150 minerals,
and then receives 100 minerals in every subsequent round. A Pylon generates an additional 75
minerals per round, and each AI can buy up to 3 pylons in the game. The Pylons for the Friendly
and Enemy AIs are represented by the three diamonds in the center of the column on each side.
The AIs spend their minerals to buy troop production buildings, which produce troops. Once an
AI buys a troop production building, one unit of that type is generated in each subsequent round.
After being generated, these troops will run towards the opposing nexus, and fight any units in
their way. The AI cannot control what units attack the other, or troop formations; it can only buy
the troop production buildings to generate troops.
The three types of troop production buildings in this game are: Marines, Banelings, and Immortals,
all of which are shown in Figure 1. Marines are small, low cost units. They have the lowest health
of the three troops, and attack with small, quick shots. Banelings are explosive bug units with a
moderate cost. They have medium health, and they explode upon contact with an enemy unit.
Immortals are large and are also the most expensive unit. They have the highest health, since
they have a shield. They attack with slow shots that are effective against Nexuses. There is a
rock-papers-scissors relationship between the Marines, Banelings and Immortals. Marines are
effective against Immortals, Immortals against Banelings, and Banelings against Marines.
B.2

Experiment session walkthrough

Participants were given a tutorial detailing the game rules (specified above). Next, they were given
access to the web interface with a unique ID and password. After entering their credentials, they
were prompted by the facilitator to click on “Play” and start watching the game.
Participants in both treatments saw identical AI agents, game replays and explanations. Their
agents also exhibited identical bugs, which are detailed in Table 6.
The game automatically paused at DP 8, and participants in both treatments were shown identical
“prediction” questions (Figure 14). After answering these questions, participants watched the game
round. After the game round ended, participants answered a “description” questions, where they
described the Friendly AI’s actions in the round they had just watched. The AAR/AI group was given
a guided process (Figure 15), whereas the Non-AAR/AI group was given observational questions
(Figure 16).
After answering the prediction and description questions, participants in both treatments then
saw the Friendly AI’s explanation for its actions. Figure 17 shows the AAR/AI interface, and
Figure 18 shows the Non-AAR/AI interface. All participants saw the same explanations, but as
these figures show, the different treatments asked different questions about the bugs participants
found. Also, AAR/AI participants had to finish the row they had selected to work on before moving
onto another row as part of the AAR/AI process, whereas Non-AAR/AI participants were allowed
to navigate freely among rows.
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ID-Type

Description (and how we engineered them)

1-LEF

Why a bug: because the actions preceding state at DP 10 (i.e., predicted future states from DP
8) differ by 1 marine from its sibling actions, yet the expected outcome is radically different
(flipped) than all other sibling actions. A correct state would have similar outcome expectations
to the sibling states. Exaggerated by changing: Friendly AI’s win by destroying top enemy nexus
to friendly AI’s loss by enemy AI destroying friendly AI’s bottom nexus.
Why a bug: because the Friendly agent has 4 marine-producing buildings in the top lane, but
there are 21 total Friendly marines expected to be in the top lane, State at DP 10, row 1C. A
correct state would have 4 or fewer marines in the top lane. Exaggerated by changing: Friendly
marines top grid #1 to 19. Friendly marines top grid #2 to 2.
Why a bug: because base (Nexus) health cannot heal. In expected state DP 9 row 2A, the enemy
bottom base is expected to incur a significant amount of damage as shown by the red bar.
However in predicted child state DP 10 row 2C, that damage is not reflected as the base’s health
in DP 10 row 2C is greater than its health in DP 9 row 2A. A correct state would not have greater
friendly Base HP in DP 10 row 2C. Exaggerated by changing: Friendly Base HP D9 row 2A to 20;
Friendly Base HP D10 row 2B to 100.
Why a bug: because the enemy has built 1 immortal-producing building in the preceding action,
and can therefore have at most 1 immortal troop on the field. This state depicts 2 immortal
troops in adjacent game grid. A correct state would be 1 or fewer enemy Immortals in the
bottom lane. Exaggerated by changing: Enemy immortal bottom grid #4 to 1; Enemy immortal
grid #3 to 1.
Why a bug: because the Friendly base is expected to have 0 HP meaning it has been destroyed;
therefore per game rules, the friendly agent has lost the game at DP 10. However the expected
outcome shows that the friendly agent expects to destroy the enemy’s top and bottom base. A
correct state would have been for the enemy win 100% by destroying a friendly bottom base.
Exaggerated by changing: Friendly bottom base HP to 0.

2-TF

3-TF

4-TF

5-LEF

6-TF

7-LEF

8-LEF

9-LEF

10-TF

Why a bug: recall the game rule that the top and bottom lanes are independent; troops built
in one lane will not affect the outcome of what happens in the other. From DP 16 row 1A to
all child actions and states, the enemy builds 3 marine-producing buildings in the top lane and
the friendly does not build anything in the top lane for all 3 actions from DP 16 to DP 17 (Row
1A, 1B, and 1C). Since the action for the top lane is the same for all 3 sibling predictions, the
expected state in the top lane in DP 17 in all 3 sibling states should all be the same. However
state DP 17, row 1C differs from its siblings, 1 fewer marine is expected in DP 17, row 1C. No
exaggeration needed.
Why a bug: because all sibling child states reflect a likely win in the top lane with a less likely
win by purchasing troops in the bottom lane, but the bars in row 2B depict a high expectation to
win in the bottom lane with no purchases in the bottom lane. Exaggerated by changing: Friendly
win by destroying enemy bottom to 76%, Friendly win by destroying enemy top to 20%
Why a bug: because the enemy agent has 0 immortal-producing buildings in state DP 17, yet
it is expected to have 1 immortal troop in the bottom lane. Exaggerated by changing: Enemy
immortals bottom grid #2 to 1.
Why a bug: because in this predicted state the game is guaranteed to end with the enemy top
base getting destroyed, but outcome bars show the friendly expecting to lose. Exaggerated by
changing: Enemy top base HP to 0 in row 3C.
Why a bug: because the game is guaranteed to end with the friendly bottom base getting
destroyed sibling states in row 5B and 5C both have the correct outcome expectations (0%
win, loose by friendly bottom base destory) however in row 5A the friendly expects to win by
destroying enemy top. Exaggerated by changing: Friendly win by destroying enemy top to 23%.
State D10, Row 5A, 5B, 5C set Friendly bottom base HP to 0.

Table 6. The 10 bugs; 5 in DP 8 (above the line), and 5 in DP 15 (below the line). LEF=in Leaf Evaluation
Function outputs; TF=in Transition Function outputs (Section 3.3). More information about the bugs and
their locations can be found in the Supplemental docs. All bugs occurred naturally, but we exaggerated some
as marked.
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Fig. 14. Participants watch the game unfold until round 8, at which point the game pauses and the prediction
questions pop up. The participant has to predict what they think the Friendly AI will do in round 9.
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Fig. 15. Having predicted what the agent would do (Figure 14), participants then see what it really did. Here,
AAR/AI participants watch the game until round 9, at which point the game pauses again and the description
questions pop up. The participant first describes what happened in round 9 (top), and then why (bottom).

Fig. 16. Having predicted what the agent would do (Figure 14), participants then see what it really did. Here,
Non-AAR/AI participants watch the game until round 9, at which point the game paused again and the
description questions pop up. The participant has to describe what happened in round 9.
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Fig. 17. AAR/AI participants answered the AAR/AI questions of "What-Why-What changes" for each problem
they found, in addition to giving their problem descriptions labels.

Fig. 18. Non-AAR/AI participants had less structure than their AAR/AI counterparts, simply indicating the
location and severity, then offering a description.
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APPENDIX C: MODEL-BASED AGENT ARCHITECTURE

This section describes details about the model-based agent we used for the studies. Figure 19
illustrates the overall architecture of the agent. We constructed a Minimax search tree by combining
a decomposed reward deep Q-network (drDQN [32]), used for action ranking and leaf evaluation,
and a transition model [41]. We describe the details of both in the next two subsections.
Model training details. Both the drDQN and transition models are neural networks that were
pre-trained. They were trained separately and frozen while the agent plays. The training process
continued until the agent achieves a high win percentage against a pool of agents or until resources
were expended. This took around three days on a consumer desktop machine. In other words, the
model-based agent in its entirety does not have a training process. Both networks have three fully
connected layers and each hidden layer uses ReLU as its activation function. They have different
numbers of neurons and output sizes, as indicated at the bottom of each layer in Figure 19. We
used mean squared errors as the loss functions for both models. The learning rates of the drDQN
and transition model were 10−4 and 5−4 , respectively.
C.1

Decomposed Reward Deep Q-Network (for Action Ranking and Leaf Evaluation)

The purpose of using decomposed reward deep Q-network (drDQN) agent instead of a standard deep
Q-network (DQN) agent is that rather than only a single Q-value, it provides a more explanatory
vector at the leaf nodes. In our case, we decomposed the Q-value (which is a scalar win probability)
into an 8-element vector composed of the probability of each Nexus being destroyed and the
probability of each Nexus having the lowest Health Points (HP) if the game reaches the tie-breaker.
Therefore, we can compute the win probability for a single player by taking the sum of winning by
destroying each opponent Nexus (2 elements) and by tiebreaking each opponent Nexus (2 elements).
Further, the sum of all 8 elements should be 1.0, since it represents a probability distribution.
The drDQN model was pre-trained via pool-based self-play learning to achieve a reasonable
high win-probability, which provides a meaningful decomposed Q-value vector for the leaf nodes
of the Minimax tree. Because the size of the Minimax tree grows exponentially in its depth, we
cannot expand it to the end of the game. To cope with this, we use the drDQN to prune the tree,

Fig. 19. The model-based agent consists of three parts. (1, left) The decomposed reward DQN (drDQN)
model, which takes a state-action pair (𝑠, 𝑎) as input and outputs a decomposed Q-value vector. (2, right)
The transition model, which outputs the estimated next game state by taking the after-state 𝑆 ′ as input. (3,
middle) The tree structure that utilize (1) and (2) together. Here, the Minimax algorithm assigns the Q-value
vectors computed at the leaf all the way to the root.
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declining to expand actions that do not look promising (this is the Action Ranking Function referred
to in Section 3.3). Therefore, evaluating leaf nodes with a neural network is important because it
predicts the value of the future based on the leaf states—without expanding the tree further (this is
the Leaf Evaluation Function referred to in Section 3.3). The decomposed Q-value function provides
a discounted accumulation value vector predicting the future based on a state-action pair. The leaf
node value vector 𝑣 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎 ∈𝐴𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎) is back-propagated back to the root node, where 𝐴 is the
action space and (𝑠, 𝑎) is the state-action pair. Thus, we use the same drDQN twice in same agent,
for both ranking actions and evaluating leaf nodes.
C.2

Transition Model

The transition model was also pre-trained by supervised learning based on the dataset from running
the drDQN agent playing against an opponent pool which includes several types of agent. It takes
an after-state 𝑆 ′ as input which combines: the current state 𝑆, Player 1 (Friendly AI)’s action 𝑎𝑝1 ,
and Player 2 (Enemy AI)’s action 𝑎𝑝2 . Since actions in Tug-of-War correspond to an integer vector
corresponding to the buildings the player is going to create, the action is deterministic and can
be simply added up with the current state to produce an after-state corresponding to a tuple
(𝑠, 𝑎𝑝1, 𝑎𝑝2 ). It outputs an estimated state that describes the game at the next decision point. The
estimated state has exactly elements as the input state has, which includes: mineral resources,
number of buildings, number of troops in different regions for both lanes, Nexus HP, and the wave
number.
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